
2 bedroom Townhouse for sale in Torre Pacheco, Murcia

Design villas, bungalow style with amazing roof terraces with outdoor kitchen, BBQ and bathroom in the popular area
of Torre Pacheco, Costa Cálida. 
The villas have 2 and 3 bedrooms of which one with private bathroom. The living- dining room has an open kitchen,
from the living room you reach the terrace where there is enough space for a private swimming pool at an extra cost.
An indoor staircase leads to the fantastic solarium where there is an outdoor kitchen with BBQ and another bathroom.
There is also a large patio and secure parking. 
Torre Pacheco is surrounded by award winning golf courses and the whole area is considered one of the healthiest
places in Spain. The sun shines an average of 320 days a year. It is not for nothing that this stretch of coast is called
the "Costa Cálida", the humidity is very low, all of which leads to a perfect combination of sea, subtropical climate,
plenty of light and clean air. The international airport of Murcia is only 20 minutes away. The fantastic beaches of the
Costa Calida are 10 minutes away. 
Interested? Do not hesitate and contact our office. We are happy to help you further.

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   66m² Build size
  97m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   Pool
  Private pool   Parking   Private parking
  Close to sea   Close to shops   Close to golf
  Close to supermarkets   Close to restaurants   Fitted wardrobes
  Solarium   Fitted kitchen   Open plan kitchen
  Fitted bathroom   Pre-installed air conditioning   Enclosed Plot
  Private garden   Private terrace   Reinforced door

205,000€
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